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NOTES ON SOME WORDS USED IN 
THE SUGAR INDUSTRY, 

NOT IN THE CENTURY DICTIONARY. 

Eutrain, entrainement-evid ently from Fr. 
entrainer. The action of carrying over parti- 
cles of syrup or sugar by the steam exhausted 
from vacuum-pans in boiling sugar. (Loutisi- 
ana Sutgar P/au/ter). 

Firs/ sufgar, or simplyfirs/ or firsts.-In 
the manufacture of centrifugal sugars (see 
Cent. Dict. ' subcentrifuigal,' and 'sugar') that 
made from the virgin syrup and boiled to 
grain (q. v.) in the strike pan is called first 
sugar, first or firsts.-The molasses which runs 
out from the centrifugals in drying this, is 
boiled over and produces second sugars or 
seconds, the process being sometimes repeated 
to produce third or even fourth sugars. 

Grain, to boil to-, to boil the syrup in 
the vacuum or strike pan until large crystals 
(grains) are forming, when the masse cui/e (q.v.) 
or me/ada (see Cent. Dict.) is either emptied 
directly into the mixer and thence run through 
the centrifugals, or carried into the hot room 
to further thie crystallization of the sugar. 

Juice-Not in Cent. Dict. in the technical 
acceptation of liquor extracted from the sugar 
cane before it reaches a certain degree of 
density by evaporation, and goes into the 
vacuum panl, where it becomes technically 
known as syrup. 

Masse cuite, or sometimes cui/e only-a 
synoniym of me/ada (see Cenit. Dict.) and much 
more frequenitly used in this country. The 
heavy crystallizing syrup as it comes from the 
strike pan, before it is drained of its molasses 
in the centrifugals. 

Open Ke///e-open pan in which the syrup is 
reduced unitil it begins to crystallize. This 
was the process universally employed in 
making sugar before the introduction of the 
vacuum pan anid centrifugal machine; it is still 
in general use among the smaller sugar 
planters.-Also a trade name for sugar manu- 
factured by this process and synonym of mus- 
covado, in contradistinction to centrifugal 
sugar, for which see Cent. Dictionary. 

Seed cane-the seed or plant cane (the latter 
alone is in Cent. Dict.) of the first year's 
growth.-Also the cane reserved for planiting. 
(See Stubble below.) 

Siring proof, to boil to-, to boil the syrup 
in the vacuum or strike pan until it becomes 
so viscous that it will be ropy or stringy, when 
tested between the fingers. The mass thus 
reduced is emptied into wagons and run into 
a hot room, where it is allowed to crystallize 
slowly; this process is generally followed for 
all sugars except first sugars (q. v.), and they 
are often called wagont sugar. 

Syrup-see above under juice. The mo- 
lasses which runs out when drying the masse 
cuitle (q. v.) in the centrifugals is never known 
technically by sugar boilers as syrup. The 
technical acceptation of the word used singly, 
is limited to the condensed juice (q. v.) from 
the time it enters the vacuum pan-(single, 
double and triple eff'ect) until it is turned out as 
mnasse cuitie (q. v.) in the centrifugal (see Cent. 
Dict.) process, or to the condensed juice of the 
cane just before it crystallizes in the openi 
kettle process, (see Cent. Dict., 'syrup,') this 
is wlhat is known as syrop de bafferie among 
Louisiana sugar planters. 

Stubble-technically, in sugar planting, the 
sugar cane in the field after the first year. The 
first year the seed cane is laid in the furrow 
and from each joint a number of canes spring 
up, these when ripe are cut down to the 
ground for the first year's crop; from the 
stubble or stool the second, third, etc., year's 
crops grow in succession. 

Windrow, (v. b.)-In speaking of sugar cane, 
the operation of cutting two adjacent rows of 
cane and laying them in the intervening 
furrow, to protect the plant from the effects of 
frost which inverts the sucrose in the cane, and 
dimin ishes or destroys its value for sugar 
mnakilg . 

H. TALLICHET. 
Austin, Texas. 

0. E. a=GERMANIC 7, AND OLD 
ENGLISH SHOR YTENING BEFORE 

h+ cons. 

AN O.E. Oa for Gc. Ce Sievers finds in neah 
(?57, 2 d) and suggests that it may here appear 
instead of o by analogy to forms like nean 
;iear, in which ea is due to contraction.* 

*Davidson, Publ. M.L.A., I89I, p. I28, explains the ea of 
n2ak as " breaking before It"; but breaking affects only short 
vowe,ls. 
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Kluge implies another instance of Gc. = 
G. E. ea in associating O. H. G. siniazi with G. E. 
smealie,t but I do not know how he would ex- 
plain the diplhthong. It is, probably, this 
difficulty that has led some (Cosijn, Zupitza, 
etc.) to see in smznealii a Gc. aut. 

There is, however, really no difficulty, for 
ea is just what we should, under the circum- 
stances, expect in O.E. Gc. i W.G. a 
shortenis in O.E. before h+cons. (S. ? I25; 

Kluge, P's 'Gr.' I. p. 868) and this short vowel 
is later broken to ea (S. ? 82) and, after the 
falling away of h before the sonorous conso- 
nant (S. ? 222,2), is regularly lenigthened to ea. 
The same applies to sine-amnee, smebzzawyrk1a, 
etc., as well as to nealitan -zung, zezaliee, 
nteawis1, etc.; so that the ea of ze-ah is doubt- 
less due to these compounds as well as to 
nean near. 

It is evident that difficulty would accompany 
the attempt -to mark real, not ' historic,' 
quantities in O.E.; but is it not absurd to 
continiue to mark vowels long before h+cons., 
when we have, side by side with them, forms 
that could only arise as a result of shortening ? 
I refer to the well-known case of leohl<iihl 
<l1 h (S. -84 NI), to weofod<*zweo/bod<*wih- 
bod<zwihz-beod (Kluge, P. B. B., viii. 527), to 
be1weoizutmz <*be1weohJz'jzLn <*belwiwzlzzuin< *be- 
/zuuhnmzwz (Goth. Iweihnai), as well as to snea- 

lic, ;ea7aUisl, etc., above. That this shortening 
is very old may be inferred from the fact that 
it preceded breaking, and (unless the formsfa-, 
fi-cleeca;, gena(hz)lic, etc., are due to the 
influence of their primitives, which is very 
possible) the shortening does not appear to 
have affected a<the diphthong ai, at least not 
when it did other vowels, that is, before the 
time of breaking. 

GEORGE HEMPL. 
University of Tlichigan. 

THE E TYMOL OG Y OF BA YO U. 

So far as I am able to ascertain, Webster's is 
the first dictionary to derive bayou from boyaz, 
and this derivation has been seen so long in 
print, and has been repeated in so many 

tThe deflinitions of s,n;zaclic, etc., in ' B.T.' are biased by 
the theory that these words are related to smeagan and 
smEFgz1an, anid that the development was ' crawl,' ' penetrate,' 
I profound,' ' skillftil ' anid ' exquisite.' 

followers of Webster, that it seems to have 
become accepted as an incontrovertible truth. 
Now, Mahn is notoriously unreliable in his 
etymologies, and it is hardly probable that he 
has been more accurate in this instance. The 
word is evidently a French dialectic form, aiid 
if boyaut was transformed into bayou, it is, to 
say the least, very probable that this change 
took place in Lotuisiana, where the word was 
first used in this counitry, and where it is 
alrnost exclusivel used now. But the bayots 
of Louisiana are common enough to have left 
traces in public documents or pr-ivate deeds, 
and if the form boyaul has ever been used to 
express the notion of bayout, tlhen IMahn's ety- 
mology has almost been proven a lucky guess, 
for to complete the proof the phonetic clhanges 
that led from boyalt to bayouz would also have 
to be traced in order to give his etymology a 
scientific value. 

If the form boyait is not found in such docu- 
ments, and if the phonetic changes cannot be 
followed step by step, then I would suggest 
two theories as to the possible origin of the 
word: 

i. It may be a French dialectic form and 
have been introduced into Louisiana from 
some French province, tlhouglh I have never 
found it in any glossary. But as I do not find 
a parallel to the changes of boi into ba, nor of 
ail into iout-for the French pronunciatioln in 
Louisiana is not b-oo (Webster) but ba--/i with 
a slight stress on the last syllable-it is prob- 
able, if it is of French origin, that it was 
formed from baie: as voie gave vo-iou voyozu, 
so baie would natturally give ba-iout, bayou. 

2. But if it is not a French dialectic form, then 
the Spanish ba(h)ia offers the most plausible 
etymology. It may readily have been changed 
in the mouths of Louisiana Frenchmen into 
ba--i, bayouz, which naturalized into English 
with a shift of the accent to the first syllable 
became Webster's bN-00. 

As to the parallel meaning of gut in English, 
I have searched in vain in French dictionaries 
for boyai meanin-g a stream of water of any 
kind, or a guit as examplified in English in the 
Gut of Canso. French is my mother tongue 
and I have lived in several parts of France, 
Northern, Central and Southern, yet I have 
never seen nor heard the word used in such 
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